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COVID 19 Plan for U15/U17 & Masters Championships & President Cup Round 4 on18 July 

Particulars Action Responsibility 

Covid 19 posters Place around venue for public to view Covid 19 Supervisor 

If unwell in past 14 days  Notify Covid 19 Supervisor and leave the venue immediately, Covid 19 testing 
should be done by the individual. Contact Covid 19 Supervisor of result. 

Athletes, Officials, Coaches & Spectators 

If unwell at competition Notify Covid 19 Supervisor and leave the venue immediately, Covid 19 testing 
should be done by the individual. Contact Covid 19 Supervisor of result. 

Athletes, Officials, Coaches & Spectators 

Sanitising Stations Set up stations for using sanitising pumps and wipes Covid 19 Supervisor 

Weigh-in Room Clean scales with antibacterial wipes between athletes Referee weighing in athletes 

Attendance Register Sanitise hands upon entry of competition. Sign register and have Temperature 
taken, if greater than 37.5° leave the venue. A wrist band should then be 
attached to allow entry in/out of competition. 

Athletes, Officials, Coaches & Spectators 

Toilets/Sanitising 
Stations 

Bins emptied, surfaces cleaned and stock up toilet paper, hand towels and soap. Cleaner roster 

Referee Tables Referee to use an antibacterial wipe to clean surfaces once finished their duties Referees 

Loaders Wipe all disks once finished session Loaders 

Bar Cleaner Wipe the bar in between athletes using a cleaner 40% abv alcohol and water 
and a cloth 

Bar Cleaner 

Computer Table Officials must use an antibacterial wipe to clean surfaces once finishing their 
duties 

Officials 

Marshal Table Wipe table with an antibacterial wipe to clean surfaces once finishing their 
duties 

Referee 

Warmup Area Disks to be cleaned with antibacterial wipes once athlete has finished their lifts Athlete/Coach 

Chalk  Not to be shared Athlete brings their own 

Spectators 1.5 m social distancing. Clean seats with antibacterial wipes once leaving the 
competition 

Spectators 

No Social Gathering Once a person leaves the venue, there will be no social gathering  Athletes, Officials, Coaches, Spectators 

 


